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Aurum was back this year, after an interesting but possibly premature start last year. This
Newfoundland company is offering something totally different from anyone else.
Designer Derrick Moss has designed a pair of large three-way amplifiers accompanied by
a large six-channel amplifier to drive them. The amp itself contains an electronic
crossover, and so there is one amp channel for each driver. The midranges and tweeters
are driven by single-ended tube amplifiers. The woofers (which come into play below
375 Hz) need more power, and are driven by solid state sections from Bryston.
The setup was much more complete and finished than last year, and it was accompanied
by an Aurum Integris CDP, the $10K CD player with gorgeous finish. The sound? Well,
let's just say we're not prepared to bet against Moss carving out a niche for himself.
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We photographed the Aurum Acoustics active
speaker system at last year's Son & Image
show, but this year's version is far more
finished. The system ($24,000 CDN) includes
the speakers, Integris Active 300B amp and
all cables. On top of the rack is the Aurum
Acoustics CDP CD player/preamp ($8000).
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Canadian manufacturer Aurum Acoustics premiered an exciting concept whose time
was yesterday but hasn't enjoyed full support until now - the actively amplified, tubedriven, tube xover system's approach aka Integris Active Loudspeaker System.
Massive twin-channel monoblocks with integral thermionically actuated networks
powered the two-way heads while rear-mounted Bryston plate amps in series with their
own monos' networks gripped the woofers. Source component? The firm's own Integris
CDP CD-player/preamp. Where the hell did this firm come from to so unceremoniously
present us with a complete system seemingly out of nowhere? Have I been asleep
behind the wheel? It wouldn't be the first time.
Already anticipating consumer demand, Aurum also showed a prototype stereo version
of their direct-drive monos which houses four channels of amplification and the requisite
crossover networks in one very deep chassis. The monos on display sported 300B triodes
for the mid/hi drivers while the speakers proper were sealed designs with an anechoically
rated response of -6dB @ 20Hz, all cabling Cardas with convenient Neutrik 4-pin XLR
terminations. The Integris CDP [available in black or silver] uses Anagram's ATF 24/192mkII
technology, a top-loading custom-suspended Philips Pro transport and offers very
comprehensive connectivity. An integral DSP-executed multiband parametric EQ allows
room correction while a phase correction protocol specifically for the Integris Active
Loudspeaker System eliminates excess phase. Future upgradeability includes upgrades
to full DSP-controlled active crossovers.
Your scribe exited this room muttering "Slam dunk squared" like a mantra to protect from
hysteria and untoward excitement. Needless to say, with Aurum's permission, some lucky
duck at 6moons simply has to look into this achievement to secure the firm the broader
recognition it deserves just for concept and execution alone. Derek Moss [president of
Aurum], consider this your invitation whenever you're ready to brave the scary new world
of Internet audio reviewing.
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From the category of interesting exhibits, let's begin with the efforts of the folks at Aurum
Acoustics of Newfoundland. This is a full-systems approach which includes a single box CD
player/ preamp known as the Integris CDP and combined with an active
loudspeaker/amplification package called the Integris Active 300B. All of it is attractively
executed, reflecting strong attention to both design and implementation details. The CDP is a
24/192 upsampling player employing an Anagram Technologies-based processor and a Phillips
CDPro-2 transport. Since it also serves as a full preamp, there are inputs for digital and analog
sources along with many user-friendly features. Even the remote control is a step above normal,
taking the form of the Harmony Smart State Technology H 748 device; a simple looking, complex
functioning and clever solution for sure. The single chassis amplifier package provides
triamplification as a hybrid concept combining tube and solid state sections. A Bryston-sourced
stereo amp section operates the 12' bass drivers; each of midrange and tweeter sections is fed
by its own 300B single- ended triode section; and all of this is presented in a large, clean-looking
package. There is much to admire in this overall design but the sound is what counts. Here the
complete Integris system provided effortless, clean, large-scaled reproduction. In spite of
tweaking efforts from the Aurum staff, the hotel room was clearly generating some bass
anomalies, yet it was possible to listen around some of that to realize that this was a well
conceived, carefully built approach to high end sound. It was expensive, with a total price
approximately the $50K range. I would love to hear this in a better setting and think that the
designer has put a lot of creativity, clear thinking and flair for integration into the grand effort.
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Although this next room was way beyond the comfort zone of my usual budgetary stomping
grounds, this demo was just too good to pass by without a -- very -- honorable mention.

As Srajan mentioned in his CES report, this concept of a high-end actively amplified
tube/transistor speaker system for home use is long overdue. These large 3-way loudspeakers
have sealed cabinets with an anechoic response of -6dB at 20Hz. A full Cardas cabling system is
provided using Neutrik 4-pin XLR terminations for the mid/high drivers rather than conventional
binding posts. The hybrid amp contains four channels of amplification and active crossover
circuitry all in one chassis. The midrange and tweeter drivers are driven directly by single-ended
300B triodes, the woofers by Bryston-designed solid-state amps. There are no passive crossover
components anywhere in the signal pathway between amp and transducers.
The Integris CDP sports Anagram's 24bit/192Hz technology, a top-loading Philips CDPro2M
transport with magnetic disc clamp and a multitude of connection options. Provisions for DSP
software updates are available via a rear panel COM port. A Harmony universal remote is
included to control this system, and codes for thousands of products are available for download.
This was one killer system! Considering how large these speakers were, I was surprised how well
they aurally disappeared. Music playback was full-range and transparent. If I had the room for this
system, I'd have begged Aurum's Derrick Moss for a review loan. I strongly suggest that my
6moons colleagues consider dropping Derrick an email, provided of course they have the space
to do this exceptional system justice. However, Derrick did hint that smaller speakers may be
available in the near future. Regardless, this was a great idea beautifully realized. The complete
package including cabling retails for $40,000.
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Aurum Acoustics presented the latest evolution of their complete system package
and the sound in this room was excellent. The Integris Active 300B loudspeakers
includes monoblocks that put out 5 watts SET for the tweeter, 5 watts SET for the
midrange and a built-in Bryston sourced solid state amplifier with adjustable bass
loading for $24K/pr. Their Integris CDP CD player/preamplifier resamples at 24bit/192kHz, includes five digital inputs and goes for another $8K CN. A remote
control can change absolute phase in the digital domain. This is a feature I wish
would become more commonplace, and available in more moderately priced
equipment, for correct phase can make a huge difference in the playback of CDs. In
the photo, Derrick Moss explains all the benefits of this full range (20Hz on up)
system. Cabling was by Cardas.
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January 29, 2004
High-End on the Rock (Newfoundland)

My friends in Newfoundland will probably kill me for this, but...
[ aside for non-Canadian readers: Newfoundland is way east in Canada, remote and
sparsely populated by most people's reckoning ]
... St. John's, Newfoundland is not exactly a hotbed of high-end audio design and
manufacture. Really not a likely locale at all, to find a start-up audiophile manufacturer
with noteworthy new products that stand out from the crowd.
So I am quite taken aback to discover Aurum Acoustics, a boutique hifi maker led by
audiophile designer Derrick Moss.
Aurum seems to have made a bit of a splash with its first products, the Integris tri-amped
active loudspeaker system, driven by purpose-built tube amps, when they were launched
last year at a Montreal hi-fi show.
Aurum also attracted attention at the recent CES 2004 show in Las Vegas, where they
demo'd the Integris loudspeakers, and also introduced an interesting new CD player
(Integris CDP), with an integrated 10-input analog and digital preamplifier, featuring
Anagram Technologies Quantum 24/192 processing and a DSP-driven parametric EQ
and phase correction feature.
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CES 2004 Show Report
by Roger S. Gordon, CPA
Aurum Acoustics - Aurum Acoustics is a new company from Newfoundland, Canada.
They were demoing prototypes of their two channel stereo system which consisted of
their own CD player/digital preamp, two three way floor standing speakers, and
amplification. Each of the six speaker drivers are driven by its own amplifier. The two
woofers are driven by a Bryston solid state amp attached to the back of each speaker
cabinet. Each of the midrange drivers and tweeters are driven by a single 300B vacuum
tube amplifier. The four 300B amps were located on two separate amps which look like
stereo amps except that each circuit is dedicated to a separate driver. On display as a
static exhibit was one large piece of equipment that had all four 300B amps mounted on
it. This should be available in the future. Wiring was by modified Cardas. The sound of
the system was very impressive. Large soundstage, very detailed, and musical. Pricing is
still tentative. The speaker/amps combo will probably be sold for $25,000 to $30,000.
The CD player/digital preamp will probably sell for $7000-$8000. An unusual concept but
one which makes a lot of sense if you are not a mix and match audiophile.
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2004 CES "blur" of a show... Part 3 of many to come!
by Dave and Carol Clark

Aurum showed a speaker that is a full system of sorts. Each speaker has their own built
in woofer amplifier, but they also come paired with an external 300B amplifier that drives
the mids and tweeters individually. No crossovers are used and the sound was as
coherent as get out. Aurum also has the Integris CD/preamplifier to fill out the chain!
Really cool!
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